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III. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses:  

1. I sent John an email last week but I didn’t hear from him since. I .................. 
(wait) for his reply.  

2. At this time next year, I ....................................... (have) fun in New York.  
3. Look! Melissa ............................. (paint) a picture in the garden.  
4.  Sorry, my sister can’t answer the phone, she ............. (wash) the dishes right now. 
5. Next month, Tommy .......................... (get) married. 
6. Look! That girl over there .......................... (wear) a very sexy dress! 
7. I ........................ (be) at work tomorrow morning. 
8. I believe our team ...................... (win) the game next week.  

IV. Choose the correct ending(s) of each sentence below:  

1. We will go to Greece ....................................  
A. now  
     B. soon    C. next week 

2. Listen! They are singing .................................  
A. right now   
    B. last week    C. tomorrow 

3. We will be performing on stage.................................... 
 A. at this time next month    B. right now    C. soon  
 

4. She will have a baby.................................... 
A. last month     B. this month  C. next month 
 

5. 7. Sorry, William is not at home, he is going to the supermarket...................  
A. every day      B. yesterday    C. now 
 

6.  Shhhhhh. I’m listening to the radio .....................................  
 A. now      B. at present   C. at the moment  
 

7.  I will be surfing in New Zealand...............................................  
 A. at this time next week    B. today    C. now  
 

8. I’ll call you back soon, we are having dinner .................................  
 A. every morning     B. now    C. yesterday  

 



   

MORE PRACTICE: 
I. Choose the correct answer: 

1. The sky is full of clouds. It .............................. soon.  
A. rain    C. is rain 
B. will rain    D. will be rain  

2. Look! It.............................., we can’t go to the beach now!  
A. is raining    C. rain  
B. rains    D. is rain  

3. Mrs. Astrith ........................ on the phone right now.  
A. talk     C. is talking 
B. talked     D. talks  
4. At 9 a.m tomorrow, we ........................... to Spain.  
A. are flyling   C. was flying  
B. will fly D. will be flying  

4. The birds ......................... in the sky, I can see twenty of them 
A. flies    C. fly  
B. is flying   D. are flying  

6. This time tomorrow, Chris .................................... a meeting. 
  A. will chair     C. will be chairing 
  B. chairs     D. will chairing 
 
 7. He .................................. His eyes are wide open. 
  A. is sleeping   C. is not sleeping 
  B. sleeps    D. doesn’t sleep 

8. What’s that smell? Something ....................................... in the kitchen. 
  A. burns    C. was burning 
  B. is burning    D. will be burning 
9. Look, that girl over there ........................................ such a pretty dress! 
      A. wears     C. is wearing 
      B. has worn    D. was wearing  

10. At this time tomorrow, she ......................... to the airport to pick up some clients.  
  A. will be driving   C. will drive  

  B. is driving    D. was driving 

 

 


